CI3 084040 J121038p130130

Plan ID: 23344   Survey: GII   Exposure: 1500

Greyscale is 100μm emission 0.947 (white) to 2.990 (black) MJy/sr

Limit: $I_{100} \leq 0.75$  Median = 1.614 MJy/sr

Center (J2000): $12^h10^m31.15^s +13^d05^m48.9^s$ ($l,b$) = 266.622, +73.016

NUV Star Count Rate:  $\times$ 5000 s$^{-1}$  $\times$ 4.5 x 10$^4$ s$^{-1}$  $\times$ 2.0 x 10$^8$ s$^{-1}$  $\times$ 1.0 x 10$^8$ s$^{-1}$

$\Diamond$ Stars fainter than 5000 s$^{-1}$